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Part 1: ARTICLES BY SPECIAL CONTRACT TEACHERS OF LANGUAGE / CONTRACT INSTRUCTORS OF LANGUAGE
In the Footsteps of Lafcadio Hearn : Ethnography as a Research Methodology for Writers
…………………Simon ROWE （ 3 ）
Stimulating Student Awareness of Gender Equality Issues
…………………Ellen RETTIG‒MIKI （ 11 ）
Perceived Impacts of Online Learning on Test‒taking Skills
…………………Mary CHANG （ 49 ）
Incorporating Critical Thinking in Regular EFL Classes
…………………TimDOWLING （ 69 ）
Student Perceptions of Zoom as an Emergency Remote Teaching Platform
…………………Barry CONDON&Mark DONNELLAN （ 87 ）
Retracing Steps and Taking New Ones : Approaching Privilege and Marginalization
as Teacher and Students in a Japanese ELT Context
…………………Daniel ANDRZEJEWSKI （101）
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